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Abstract

An extended version of the applicative caching technique from func-
tional programming is adapted to OLD resolution as an alternative to
OLDT resolution for predicates that are actually functions. An infer-
ence system, OLDTF resolution, is given with a proof procedure. It is
argued why this special case is interesting in its own right also outside
the area of deductive databases. It is outlined how special cases of
our technique can be used to declaratively incorporate e�cient data
structures with state in logic programs.



1 Introduction

In a programming language with referential transparency, an expression can
be replaced with any other expression that has the same meaning.

Tabulation in functional programming

In functional programming languages this has been exploited through a tech-
nique called tabulation or memoing [6, 15, 18, 23]. This means to maintain,
for selected functions, a table of pairs of domain-codomain elements that
have already been computed. Further applications of the function to values
for which there are \cached" results can be solved by simple table look-ups.
The motivation is to speed up execution of programs by avoid recompu-
tation of function applications, at the expense of using more space.1 The
standard example is the naive recursive program for computing Fibonacci
numbers, e.g.,

�b(x) =

(
1 if x < 2;
�b(x� 1) + �b(x� 2) otherwise,

which has exponential time complexity without tabulation but linear time
complexity with tabulation.

Tabulation techniques have their roots in techniques for transforming re-
cursive computations to iterative computations [5, 16, 25], based on a normal
form theorem by Kleene [19], as well as in dynamic programming [4, 11].

Tabulation is also closely related to the technique of replacing an expres-
sion, once it has been reduced (possibly to normal form), with its reduced
(possibly normal) form [14]. Because of sharing in the representation of ex-
pressions in a programming language, this may shortcut further attempts to
reduce occurrences of that expression. This technique underlies the e�cient
implementation of functional programming languages with \call-by-name"
semantics, implemented through a leftmost computation rule, such as Mi-
randa [32] and Haskell [17].

Tabulation in logic programming

Tabulation has also been applied to logic programming languages [7, 8, 9, 10,
31, 33], through construction of an explicit representation of those instances
of a goal atom that are logical consequences of the program. Any future
attempts to prove an instance of a tabulated goal atom can be carried out
by looking up in the table those tuples that unify with it. The advantages
of using tabulation, compared with purely goal-directed proof systems, are
that the termination properties are improved (some positive loops can be
eliminated) and that some redundant computations are avoided.

1The trade-o� has remained essentially the same for a long time, with processors
becoming faster at about the same rate as memory is getting cheaper.
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Traditionally, the main argument for tabulation in computational logic is
that it terminates more often for search programs (certain kinds of loops
can be eliminated). In particular, OLD resolution with tabulation (OLDT
resolution) terminates for all Datalog programs [35]. This explains why
tabulation has been studied primarily as a technique for deductive databases
and not so much as a technique for running arbitrary logic programs, where
termination is usually the responsibility of the programmer.

Unlike the case in functional programming, e�ciency is here more of a
secondary argument for tabulation. For programs with much redundancy,
such as the naive Fibonacci program, resolution with tabulation can obvi-
ously be much more e�cient than without (just as for functional programs
and dynamic programming). However, the run time structure for a tab-
ulating resolution system is quite complicated and it is still unclear how
competitive tabulation of relations is for more reasonable programs. The
space requirements may also be a signi�cant problem, we have so far seen
no study of reusing storage occupied by OLDT tables.

Warren argues [35] that the OLDT resolution by Tamaki & Sato [31], the
extension tables by Dietrich & Warren [10] and the SLD-AL resolution by
Vieille [33] are essentially the same and gives a uniform presentation of them
that we will essentially follow below when discussing OLDT resolution and
its variants.

In general we will follow the usual computational logic terminology [1, 21].

OLD and OLDT resolution

Informally, OLD resolution can be understood as a special case of SLD res-
olution with the following restriction on resolution paths: If a goal clause
( A1; : : : ; Ak�1; B1; : : : ; Bl; Ak+1; : : : ; An)� has been obtained by resolving
a goal clause  A1; : : : ; An with a procedure clause H  B1; : : : ; Bl (where
� is the most general uni�er of H and the selected atom Ak), then none of
the atoms A1, : : : , Ak�1, Ak+1, : : : , An must be selected until a goal clause
with only these atoms has been obtained. (The inference system underlying
Prolog is essentially OLD resolution, because the `leftmost' selection func-
tion satis�es the restriction above.) This restriction guarantees that one
can always extract, from a resolution path, a \sub-path" for any particular
atom, e.g., Ak above. This, in turn, means that the answer substitution
of a successful sub-path can be extracted. (The restriction above on the
selection function guarantees that such a sub-proof has not been \polluted"
by substitutions from unrelated parts of the whole proof.)

Warren points out that we can view OLD resolution as SLD resolution
with explicit call and return for procedures. By using a stack, it is easy to
maintain enough information to identify sub-paths.

Adding tabulation to OLD resolution is conceptually simple, although the
details are somewhat more tricky. When an atom appears more than once
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in a proof (modulo renaming of variables), one occurrence (presumably the
�rst that happens to be selected) is designated to generate a table; all other
occurrences will simply look up solutions in that table. For every resolution
path that resolves upon the designated atom (there might be arbitrarily
many due to the nondeterminism in the choice of program clauses), the
answer substitution of the sub-proof of that atom is extracted and added to
the table.

For a more detailed introduction to OLDT resolution, see the overview by
Warren [35]; for a complete description see, e.g., the description by Tamaki
& Sato [31].

2 Tabulation of Functions

Firstly, it is our experience that most relations expressed through de�nite
clause logic programs are actually intended by the programmer to be func-
tional in some of the arguments. (If nothing else, any k-ary relation might
be thought of as a function from k-tuples to the truth values.) Secondly,
we �nd that implementing tabulation for such relations is generally much
easier than implementing tabulation for arbitrary relations. Thirdly, there
are many classes of functions that correspond to the semantics of data struc-
tures or histories of data structures2 and we see a possible way of introducing
many e�cient data structures in a completely declarative way as implemen-
tations of tabulation (this idea is discussed further in Sect. 8, but a full
treatment must be postponed until a future paper, for lack of space).

This argument leads us to propose in this paper a new proof system,
OLDTF resolution, that can be seen as a special case of OLDT resolution for
functional relations. This is in order to lay the formal ground for extending
logic programming languages with tabulation of various kinds of functions.
We expect that many of the ideas could also be applied to tabulation in
functional programming.

The �rst step is to extend de�nite clause programs with certain limited
forms of second-order statements | tabulation statements | about the
relations that are computed. We provide a tabulating proof system for the
extended language.

3 Tabulation Statements

A tabulation statement is a statement about certain properties of a rela-
tion that are relevant when tabulating the relation. It is a second-order
statement, but a very restricted one.

2By the history of a data structure with variables we mean the sequence of values that
it has had over a period in time. The history of a data structure with single-assignment
variables is monotonic. The history of a data structure without variables is uniform (i.e.,
rather boring!).
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For now, a tabulation statement is either total_function(hmode_atomi)
or partial_function(hmode_atomi). A mode atom consists of a predicate
symbol, the arity of which we shall call k, k � 1, and a sequence of k symbols
that are either + or �.

Examples of tabulation statements (we write mode atoms using the lexical
conventions of Edinburgh-style Prolog):

� total_function(p(+;�)).

� total_function(p(�;+;�;+)).

� partial_function(p(+;+;+)).

The intended meaning of a partial_function tabulation statement

partial_function(p(m1; : : : ; mk))

is that the relation denoted by p is a partial function from those arguments
for which mi is +, 1 � i � k, to those arguments for which mj is �, 1 � j �
k. This means that if p(t1; : : : ; tk) and p(u1; : : : ; uk) are both true and ti = ui
for every i such that mi is +, 1 � i � k, then tj = uj for every j such that
mj is �, 1 � j � k. The intended meaning of a total_function tabulation
statement total_function(p(m1; : : : ; mk)) is like that of the corresponding
partial_function tabulation statement, but in addition it says that the
function denoted by p is total.
For example, the tabulation statement function(p(�;+;�;+)) means

that the relation denoted by p is a function from its second and fourth
arguments to its �rst and third arguments. Note that a tabulation statement
with only � symbols states that the relation contains exactly one tuple. For
example, function(p(�;�;�)) means that if p(t1; t2; t3) and p(u1; u2; u3)
are both true then t1 = u1, t2 = u2 and t3 = u3.
The reader may have noticed the syntactic similarity between these basic

forms of tabulation statements and themode statements of Prolog. It should
be noticed, however, that Prolog's mode statements are about the form of
atoms that will be selected during the SLD-resolution proof, while the mean-
ing of a tabulation statement is a proposition about the relation denoted by
some predicate symbol. We expect that a mode statement and a tabula-
tion statement mentioning the same predicate symbol will often contain the
same symbols in every position, because in our experience, predicates that
are functional in certain arguments are almost exclusively called with those
arguments instantiated.
It is worth pointing out that there may meaningfully be multiple tabula-

tion statements mentioning the same predicate symbol, for example, if the
predicate symbol denotes a bijective function.
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Let us de�ne three metafunctions of mode atoms that we shall use in our
proof procedure below. (All three functions are \curried" [28, 29], because
the intention is that applying them to particular mode atoms should yield
particular tests and selectors on atoms.)

� Let applicable be a function of type mode_atom ! (atom ! ftrue;
falseg), such that

applicable(p(t1; : : : ; tk))(q(u1; : : : ; ul)) �

p = q ^ k = l ^ 8(1 � i � k)fti = +! ground(ui)g:

Intuitively applicable(p(t1; : : : ; tk)) is a function that can be applied
to atoms to tell if the atom is one for which the mode atom is useful.
When applicable(p(t1; : : : ; tk))(q(u1; : : : ; ul)) is true, we say that the
mode atom p(t1; : : : ; tk) is applicable to the atom q(u1; : : : ; ul).

� Let input be a function of type mode_atom ! (atom ! term�), such
that

input(p(t1; : : : ; tk))(q(u1; : : : ; ul)) � (ua1 ; : : : ; uam);

where ta1 , : : : , tam (a1 < � � � < am) are exactly those arguments of
p(t1; : : : ; tk) that are +, provided that p(t1; : : : ; tk) is applicable to the
atom q(u1; : : : ; ul). Intuitively input(p(t1; : : : ; tk)) is a partial function
of atoms that yields a tuple of those terms that are marked with + in
the mode atom (the \input terms").

� Let output be a function of type mode_atom! (atom! term�), such
that

output(p(t1; : : : ; tk))(q(u1; : : : ; ul)) � (ub1 ; : : : ; ubn);

where tb1 , : : : , tbn (b1 < � � � < bn) are exactly those arguments of
the mode atom p(t1; : : : ; tk) that are �, provided that p(t1; : : : ; tk) is
applicable to q(u1; : : : ; ul). Intuitively output(p(t1; : : : ; tk)) is a partial
function of atoms that yields a tuple of those terms that are marked
with � in the mode atom (the \output terms").

4 De�nite Programs with Tabulation Statements

For this presentation we employ the usual de�nitions of de�nite programs

and their constituents (see, e.g., Lloyd [21]); we shall not waste space by
repeating them here. We de�ne a de�nite TS program to be a de�nite
program extended with a set of tabulation statements.
When P is a de�nite TS program, let Pc denote the set of de�nite program

clauses in P and let Pt denote the set of tabulation statements in P . We
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de�ne the declarative semantics of P to be the least Herbrand model for Pc,
written MPc). If MPc is a model for every tabulation statement in Pt then
P is said to be tabulation safe, otherwise it is said to be tabulation unsafe.
For a tabulation unsafe program a proof procedure may terminate \with
tabulation error" if an atom is proved for which some tabulation statement
is false.
Apparently SLD-resolution applied to the Pc component of P , are sound

and complete proof procedure also for a de�nite TS program P . It will never
terminate with tabulation error (because it completely ignores Pt), which
can be seen as an advantage, but let us point out that this is somewhat
like the virtue of a proof procedure that ignores type errors: a false tabu-
lation statement suggests that the programmer lacks understanding of the
program.
In the next section we shall introduce another proof procedure for def-

inite TS programs that employs the tabulation statements to make some
proofs signi�cantly shorter, with the additional bene�t of increasing ter-
mination for depth-�rst search strategies. We call this proof procedure
OLDTF-resolution, for \OLD-resolution with Tabulation of Functions".3

5 OLDTF-resolution

The idea behind OLDTF-resolution is to have a look-up table for each func-
tion tabulation statement, in which we record \output terms" for \input
terms" that have previously been computed for the predicate. For relations
declared to be partial functions we might record the absence of an output
term for those input terms that lead to failure. While an output term is
being computed we store a temporary value to record this information.

Let a look-up table be a partial function whose domain is tuples of ground
terms and whose codomain is tuples of ground terms with the symbols dis-
tinguished symbols none and pending, i.e, applying a look-up table to a
tuple yields a tuple or one of the distinguished symbols. The meaning of
the two symbols will be made clear in the procedure below. We assume
that a look-up table is an entity that can be updated as the computation
proceeds.
The following non-deterministic procedure proves a clausal sequent P )

fGg, where P is a de�nite TS program and G is a de�nite goal clause.4 The
sequent form of presentation is inspired by Robinson's style of presentation
[27].

The input to this procedure is a clausal sequent P ) fGg, where P is a

3We feel very sorry for adding to the vocabulary yet another `: : :LD: : : ' acronym, but
we see no better alternative.

4Recall that a sequent P ) Q, where P and Q are sets of formulas, is a proposition
that there is no interpretation of the predicate and function symbols of P and Q that
satis�es all formulas in P but no formula in Q.
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de�nite TS program and G is a de�nite goal clause. The algorithm proceeds
by showing that the original sequent is equivalent to an obviously true se-
quent (one that contains an empty goal clause) by constructing a sequence
of equivalent sequents. In each step, the new sequent is obtained from the
previous by adding a goal clause that is a resolvent of a program clause and
a goal clause in the previous sequent. Such sequents are equivalent [26]. As
we only add goal clauses to sequents, the de�nite TS program P is the same
in every sequent. Therefore the representation of the sequents (see step 2
below) does not explicitly contain P .
It was hinted above that a stack can be used to structure the represen-

tation of goal clauses, to e�ciently restrict the selection function for OLD
resolution and to allow e�cient detection of a completed sub-proof. Our
proof procedure uses such a stack, where each element represents the in-
formation about one call. The procedure actually saves information in the
stack only when entering a tabulated predicate.
For expressing the proof procedure we assume the existence of the fol-

lowing operations on stacks: empty(s) is true if the stack s is empty and
false otherwise; top(s) is the topmost element of s, pop(s) is the stack ob-
tained by removing top(s) from the stack s; push(e; s) is a stack s0 such that
top(s0) = e and pop(s0) = s.
In our procedure, every element e of a stack is a triple of an atom ea, a

tabulation statement es and a set of atoms ec.
Associate with every tabulation statement S in Pt a distinct look-up table

table(S).

1. [Initialize.] Let C0 = G, let �0 be an empty substitution and let Z0 be
an empty stack. For every tabulation statement s 2 Pt, set table(s) to
be an empty table. Set i to 0.

2. [Assertion.] Let Gi = Ci [ (
S
e2Zi

ec), i.e., all goals that are present
in the current procedure call and all saved goals. At this point, the
sequent P ) fG0�0; : : : ; Gi�ig is equivalent to the original sequent
P ) fGg.

3. [Purge.] Remove any number of entries from the look-up tables (possi-
bly none), with the restriction that entries mapping tuples to pending

must not be removed.

4. [Terminate?] If Ci and Zi are empty, then stop.

5. [Function computed?] If Ci is empty but Zi is not, then let e = top(Zi).
Let k be input(es)(ea) and v be output(es)(ea�). If table(es)(k) is not
pending or v is not ground, then stop. Otherwise, set table(es)(k) to
be the tuple v. Let Ci+1 = ec, Zi+1 = pop(Zi), �i+1 = �i and set i to
i+ 1. Go back to step 2.
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6. [Find tabulation statement.] Let "Ci�i be the selected atom of Ci�i.
If there is no tabulation statement in Pt such that its mode atom is
applicable to "Ci�i, then proceed to step 8; otherwise let s be such a
tabulation statement and proceed to the next step.

7. [Look-up.] Let c be table(s)(input(s)("Ci�i)). There are four cases:

(a) [Already computed.] If c is a tuple then let Ci+1 = #Ci, �i+1 =
�i � mgu(output("Ci�i); c) and Zi+1 = Zi; set i to i + 1 and go
back to step 2.

(b) [Already failed.] If c is the symbol none then stop.

(c) [Attempted loop.] If c is the symbol pending then stop.

(d) [Compute function.] If c is ? (recall that table(s) represents a par-
tial function), then let A B be a variant of a clause in Pc, sep-
arated from Ci�i. If � = mgu(A; "Ci�i) does not exist, then stop.
Otherwise, set table(s)(input(s)("Ci�i)) to be the symbol pend-
ing, let Ci+1 = B, �i+1 = �i�� and Zi+1 = push(h"C�; s; #Ci; Zi);
set i to i+ 1 and go back to step 2.

8. [Resolve.] Let A B be a variant of a clause in Pc, separated from
Ci�i. If � = mgu(A; "Ci�i) does not exist, then stop. Otherwise, let
Ci+1 = B [ #Ci, �i+1 = �i � � and Zi+1 = Zi; set i to i + 1 and go
back to step 2.

If the procedure terminates in step 4, then the original sequent P ) fGg
is true. The restriction of �i to the variables in G is an answer substitution
for G.

If the procedure terminates in step 5 or step 7c, then there is a tabula-
tion error (in a deductive database context it might be preferable to treat
a stop in step 7c as a �nite failure, but in a logic programming language a
tabulation error seems more appropriate). Note that it is a tabulation error
when a computed output tuple is not ground. The implementation problems
with answer substitutions that are not `grounding' have been glossed over
in presentations of tabulation for general relations, e.g., OLDT resolution.
This may be justi�able in the context of deductive databases, because such
answers do not arise for range-restricted Datalog programs and that restric-
tion is necessary also to avoid di�culties when using the Magic Template
transformation [24] for bottom-up computation. For tabulation of functions
the problem apparently disappears.

If the procedure terminates in step 7b, step 7d or step 8 then the particu-
lar resolution path chosen fails �nitely, but some other path might succeed.
Note that the procedure above never enters none in a table. By changing
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this nondeterministic algorithm to a deterministic algorithm that investi-
gates all resolution paths it is possible to detect that all resolution paths
originating from some tabulated atom have failed �nitely. When that has
happened, the pending entry should be overwritten with none before ex-
ploring other resolution paths, if the tabulated function is partial. If the
tabulated function is declared to be total then the proof procedure should
terminate with tabulation error.

6 Purging

Note step 3 in the procedure above. A general problem with tabulation is
that most tabulation procedures never reclaim storage occupied by tables.
This is a serious problem when using tabulation in practice because the
tables can become very large and may contain much information that is
unlikely to ever be accessed again.

Unlike OLDT resolution, but like \applicative caching" [18], OLDTF res-
olution allows table entries to be removed. The e�ect on the algorithm
is simply that an answer tuple or none is recomputed. The termination
properties will be a�ected if table entries are removed \too often" (for ex-
ample, if all entries are removed on every iteration through the algorithm)
but currently we cannot make a more exact statement.

Keller & Sleep propose some strategies for reclaiming space in tables. A
minimum requirement on any reclamation method is obviously that it cannot
a�ect the computed answers, only the time or space required to compute
those answers. There is a choice between letting the system decide what
to purge, (as in most hardware caches) and letting the programmer specify
that information. Without rejecting the �rst alternative we shall discuss in
Sect. 8 below how the programmer might indirectly give advice for purging
by suggesting data structures for representing the look-up tables.

7 Implementation

As mentioned above, Prolog essentially performs OLD resolution, so it makes
sense to consider how to add tabulation of functions to Prolog.

The proof procedure above might at �rst seem complicated and thus dif-
�cult to implement, but one should note the following:

� Information about which predicates should be tabulated is statically
available and can thus be used by a compiler.

� OLDTF resolution is exactly like OLD resolution for resolution steps
when there is no tabulation statement that is applicable to the selected
atom. If there is no tabulation statement mentioning a predicate sym-
bol p, then compilation of the clauses for p can be done exactly as
without tabulation. We predict that a compiler will almost always be
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able to determine statically which tabulation statements are applicable
to a predicate, through mode analysis.

� The metafunctions applicable, input and output used in the proof pro-
cedure can be specialized with respect to their �rst argument.

We have not yet implemented OLDTF resolution, but we believe that the
general mechanism described so far could be added to Prolog according to
the following outline:

� Extend Warren's abstract Prolog machine [34] with some representa-
tion of general look-up tables (e.g., trees or hash tables).

� For every tabulation statement:

{ Add a prelude to the code for the predicate, performing a look-up
in the corresponding table. If the look-up returns a tuple, then
simply unify the output terms with the appropriate elements of
the returned tuple and return from the predicate. If the look-up
returns none, then fail. If the look-up returns pending, then raise
a run time error or fail, whichever is more appropriate. Otherwise
(the look-up failed), proceed normally.

{ Add a postlude to the code for the predicate, inserting a tuple
of values for the output terms in the appropriate table. This
might a�ect the compilation of the predicate in order to retain
enough about information about the input terms to insert the
tuple under the correct key.

We think that already this simple mechanism would be very useful in a
Prolog system.

8 E�cient Data Structures

The data structures that are present in many programming languages, e.g.,
records, arrays and sequences, can all be seen as concretizations of math-
ematical functions. For example, a Boolean matrix with indices from 1
to 10 in both dimensions can be seen as a function of type f1; : : : ; 10g �
f1; : : : ; 10g ! ftrue; falseg (in Pascal) or f1; : : : ; 10g ! (f1; : : : ; 10g !
ftrue; falseg) (in C).

We may alternatively think of the situation the other way around: a
function can be represented or approximated by a data structure. For certain
special cases of functions (e.g., one having a �nite and contiguous integer
range as domain) there are particularly e�cient representations (e.g., an
array). For others one might have to resort to more general data structures,
such as binary trees.
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Consider extending tabulation statements with type information. At this
point we would not like to propose a concrete syntax so, informally, suppose
that the programmer has included a tabulation statement stating not only
that some binary predicate symbol p denotes a function in its �rst argument
but also that its domain is an integer range from a to b. This ought to make
the language processor use an array of b� a+ 1 elements as representation
for the look-up table for p. Or suppose that the user has speci�ed that some
ternary predicate symbol q denotes a function in its third argument with
strings as its domain. That ought to make the language processor use a trie
structure [13] (with pairs of values at the tips) for tabulating q.5

One of the most interesting possibilities is letting the programmer advise
the language processor to use a limited data structure for tabulation. For
example, consider the naive de�nition of a Fibonacci predicate (for sim-
plicity we assume that the equality theory has been extended with some
arithmetics):

fib(0, 1).

fib(1, 1).

fib(K, A+B) :- K > 1, fib(K-2, A), fib(K-1, B).

A tabulation statement declaring fib to be a function in its �rst argument
will cause the run-time to be linear. However, if the purpose of the tabula-
tion is primarily the reduction of complexity, rather than actually recording
various Fibonacci numbers, then the programmer might declare that no
more than two argument/value pairs should be stored at any time. This
is su�cient for obtaining linearity (one pair would be too little, more than
two gives no further improvement). The OLDTF procedure allows table
entries to be discarded so there is no particular problem with `forgetting'
some previously computed Fibonacci numbers on order to make room for
new ones. Notice that the two-element table will function exactly like the
two variables that one would use in an e�cient imperative program, but the
updates are completely implicit and not directly visible in the logic of the
program.

Remember that the reason for using a data structure to represent or ap-
proximate a function, instead of representing it with a procedure that com-
putes function values on demand, is to save computation time by computing
values once and for all. The beauty of tabulation lies, of course, in the fact
that the function (or predicate, in our case) still appears in the program
as a function (or predicate). Any advice by the programmer a�ecting a
choice of data structure merely a�ects how a result is computed, not what
is computed.

5Keller & Sleep also suggest to use trie structures but in a slightly di�erent way: for
tabulating a function with a large domain of integers [18].
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9 Related Work

We have already introduced much of the related work done previously on
tabulation for functional and logic programs, on tabulation for transforma-
tion from recursion to iteration and on dynamic programming.

Let us make explicit that our work has been inuenced particularly by
the work of Keller & Sleep [18] on applicative caching and the work by
Tamaki & Sato on OLDT resolution [31], presumably the �rst published
proof procedure with tabulation for de�nite clause programs.
It is also worth mentioning that the ideas described above for using e�-

cient data structures for tabulation of certain kinds of functions can be seen
as an alternative to the methods for introducing complex data structures in
logic programming proposed earlier by us and others [2, 3, 12].
Finally, a predicate denoting a function having a contiguous integer range

as domain and that therefore can be tabulated using a function has an
interesting similarity with the lazy array comprehensions of Haskell [17]: a
data structure for which there is a procedure that can compute the elements
on demand and then store them, and to some extent also with monolithic
array expressions in other languages (e.g, the constructor-implied-do array
constructors of Fortran 90 [22]). One di�erence is that in our case the array
appears as a named predicate, while the Haskell array is an \anonymous"
value.

10 Future Work

As stated before, the purpose of this paper is to introduce a formal frame-
work for inference with tabulation of functions. We have incorporated some
brief discussions of other aspects of tabulation of functions in logic programs,
e.g., the connection with e�cient data structures, mainly as justi�cations
for spending this e�ort on de�ning the formalism.

We plan to study further the following problems:

� Combining typing information with tabulation statements.

� Investigating in more detail useful e�cient data structures for tabula-
tion of special cases of functions, e.g., arrays, stream, sequences and
simple variables.

� Adding tabulation of functions to a real Prolog system, hopefully rep-
resenting tables using some of the data structures mentioned above.

� Investigating the possibility of exploiting tabulation of functions in
SLG-resolution [9] and the XSB engine [30].

� Running benchmarks to measure the time and space requirements with
and without tabulation and for various data structures.
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� Investigating a programming methodology that is supported by this
form of tabulation.

� Writing larger application programs that use this form of tabulation.

11 Conclusions

We have moved ideas from tabulation of functional programs to the domain
of logic programs while adding novel ideas, e.g., on e�cient representation
of tables and reclamation of table storage.

Note that a tabulation statements is purely a high-level control state-
ment (both the simple forms and those that suggest data structures); they
cannot a�ect the answers produced, only the resources used for computing
those answers (or preventing answers from being computed at all by being
incompatible with the logic of the program).

Recall that a de�nite TS program P has two components, a de�nite pro-
gram Pc and a set of tabulation statements Pt. The de�nite program exclu-
sively speci�es the logic of the program while the tabulation statements ex-
clusively specify the control of the program. We thus see that the separation
of logic and control proposed by Kowalski [20] for systematic development of
algorithms and programs has been achieved. This lends further support to
our intuitive feeling that tabulation of functions and tabulation statements
are useful additions to computational logic.
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